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Abstract—Computer vision, when used in open and unstruc-
tured environments as in the inspection of crops, requires the
use of specific vision systems acquiring algorithms prepared
for such situations. These algorithms work mainly with images
composed of complex objects, textures, shadows and brightness.
The present project aims to apply merging techniques as un-
supervised homogeneous segmentation algorithm and statistical
classification for mobile robot inspection in agricultural orange
crops for quantization of fruits.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fruit recognition from images taken in an unstructured
environment for fruit-harvesting robotic applications is a chal-
lenging task mainly due to the variable illumination, partial
occlusion of the fruit area, shadow effect due to sunlight
incident angle, merging of backgrounds (foliage), uncertainties
due to shape of the fruits and the real-time restriction, just to
mention some issues. According to [1], citrus are typical trees
with a dense foliage and quite often 70-80% of the fruits have
half or more of their surface obscured.

Despite these difficulties, several approaches based on im-
age processing algorithms have been proposed to segment fruit
from natural images [2], [3], [4], [5], [1], [6], and [7].

Other methods have also been proposed, such as those based
on laser range-finder [8], the concept of chaos and neural
networks [9], Support Vector Machine [10], and machine
vision and ultrasonic sensors integration [11].

Comparative experiments involving Dynamic threshold seg-
mentation method, extended Otsu, improved Otsu combined
with genetic arithmetic, and adaptive segmentation method
based on Learning Vector Quantization network was conducted
by [12]. Tests using images of apple, tomato, strawberry,
persimmon and orange demonstrated that Dynamic Thresh-
old method has better performance and least cost time than
extended Otsu method, improved Otsu combined with genetic
arithmetic and adaptive segmentation method based on LVQ
network. Besides, it has satisfactory effect upon fruit image
under natural illumination condition. Adaptive segmentation
method based on LQV network can only be applied into
balanced color instance of particular fruit, and it is not adapt
to be applied into real-time occasion because of high cost time
[12].

Regarding fruit-harvesting image segmentation two main
problems must be overcome. Firstly, the influence imposed
by lighting condition, which depends on the incident solar
angle on the scene. This causes a significant difference in
how the harvesting scene appears. Furthermore, fruits inside
the canopy receive a different amount of illumination com-
pared with the fruits on the canopy surface. Thus, the image
processing algorithm should be robust enough to deal with
this kind of lighting variation. The second problem is related
with occlusion, which minimizes the fruit area visibility and
disrupts the shape of the fruit. This greatly affects the ability to
detect oranges simply by their shape or size. The main causes
of occlusion are leaves, branches and other fruits. Unlike leaf
or branch occlusion where there is a sharp contrast in color
between the fruit and leaf, fruit occlusion can cause multiple
fruits to appear as a single fruit [13].

While the influence of the illumination can be alleviated
by using, for instance, external (artificial) light sources and
light compensation mechanisms, the occlusion phenomenon
represents a more relevant problem once it can result in the
under estimation of the amount of fruits in automatic counting
algorithms.

Contributions: Motivated by this observation, the present
work has deal with occlusion in the fruit natural image
segmentation process by using a gradient-based method. This
method provides the segmentation of homogeneous regions
presented mainly in natural scenes. The results obtained by
applying the Bayesian classifier demonstrated heterogeneously
the identification of fruits in the scenes of orange orchards.
The HSV color space shown to be superior to RGB given the
natural normalization of the hue component in relation to the
constituent components of the RGB color space.

The outline of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the used methodology. Experimental results are
presented in Section III and conclusions are given in Section
IV.

A. Related work

Many papers have already been proposed in order to reduce
the influence of lighting conditions and occlusion on segment-
ing fruits from natural images. A quite complex sequence of
processing steps was presented by [1] for guiding an orange
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picking robot. By projecting all of the pixels along a direction
perpendicular to the normal HS plane (from the conventional
HSV color space) (please, see [1] for details) a new color
space was constructed to segment fruit images. This operation
pushes pixels with a low saturation or low intensity close to the
space center and pixels, which are more significant, possessing
a large product of saturation and intensity far from the center.
As a consequence, two well-separated clouds of pixels can
be distinguished, one in the region of red-orange, which
corresponds to the distribution of oranges color and the other
crossing the origin horizontally from blue to green, which
corresponds to the background. Thus, the overlap between the
region of interest and the background in the modified HSV
space is significantly reduced [4].

The classification of regions in the color space and seg-
mentation of the image of an orange tree was performed
using a back-propagation multilayer perceptron. To deal with
fruits occurred in clusters, an adaptive edge-fitting algorithm
has been adopted to extract orange centers. This algorithm
calculates the area of overlap of each pair of identified circular
regions and if this overlap is greater than a previously defined
threshold the corresponding circle is rejected. The performance
of the algorithm for orange detection from over 50 images
containing 673 oranges was indicated by 87% of oranges
correctly identified and 15% for false positive (leaf, for exam-
ple, was considered an orange) and 5% for false negative(real
orange was not included). Despite these promising results, the
authors recognized that the proposed algorithm had significant
problem with some types of occlusions, in which leaves were
more of a problem than clusters of oranges. From 150 scenes,
in only 13% of these scenes the success rate was about 90%.

An algorithm capable of counting number of oranges was
developed by [6]. Image acquisition, binarization of color
image in hue-saturation color plane, preprocessing to remove
noise and to fill gaps. Due to the fact that fruit portion,
leaf portion, and the background are not easily differentiated
using traditional gray level threshold of global threshold [6]
the authors has classified pixels in the HIS (Hue, Saturation,
and Intensity) color space into three classes: citrus fruits,
leaf, and background. These classes were chosen manually
to the calibration process. By comparing RGB and HSI the
authors found a clear line of separation between the fruits
and the background in the second color space. After including
the luminance component into a threshold carefully chosen
in the calibration process the following pixel distribution
for 25 images in HIS color plane was found: 99.7% and
100% for the lead class and background classes, respectively,
were outside threshold. Although, only 58% do citrus class
was captured inside the threshold, the succeeding binarization
scheme performed satisfactory with validation images. The
noises contained in the binarized images, mainly due to the
little overlap of the lead class, were removed by adopting a
threshold of 100 pixels.

As an attempt to avoid that single fruits occluded by small
leaves were counted as more than one fruit, a set of dilation
and erosion with a kernel size of 5x5 pixels was applied to the

binarized images. In this context, citrus fruits were identified
using blob analysis, in which fruit pixels were treated as a
single blob and the total number of blobs gave the number
of fruits in the image. In this method, any cluster of fruits
was identified partially using the average area of a fruit and
counted as two fruits. As a consequence, there were many
under estimation. The authors argued that it has been occurred
when some fruit clusters were counted as single fruit and when
the fruit was removed by the threshold in area, designed to
remove noise, erroneously interpreted small visible portion of
a fruit as a noise. When comparing manual and automatic
fruits counting on 329 validation images, a regression analysis
indicated a value of 0.79.

The work in [7] presented a vision based algorithm capable
of recognizing both on-tree red and green apples in a single
RGB image frame. To achieve this goal they have combined
texture property contrast from co-occurrence matrix and the
color property redness. After calculating texture measure a
Canny-based edge detection to contour extraction, whereas
dilation and erosion was carried out to eliminate the effects
of partial occlusion. The combination of a redness threshold
into contoured regions was used to quality these areas to those
corresponding to apples. To avoid that the algorithm confuse
texture backgrounds with apple texture and redness, a Lapla-
cian filtering was employed to provide edge enhancement.
Thus, while this strategy enhanced contrast in texture (edge) to
separate the background regions from apple regions the texture
within the apples remained relatively unchanged. An extra
benefit of using edge enhancing was shown in detecting apples
at different distances from the image acquisition system. To
separate clustered apples a circle fitting was employed.

A five image processing steps algorithm for orange detection
was developed by [13]: (i) the segmentation stage explored a
global thresholding based on red (normalization of the red
component to the sum of the RGB channels) coordinates of
the chromaticity diagram. The threshold value was determined
manually; (ii) a labeling algorithm searches through the image
looking for pixels that are connected to each other and, occa-
sionally, define region corresponding to physical oranges. By
using an important property defined by the fruit area, manually
chosen, the (iii) size filtering step removes any region that
is either too small or too large to be an orange. To locate
orange fruits in the clusters determined by the labeling step a
(iv) perimeter extraction process allows detecting (v) circles
and their corresponding center candidates in each labeled
region. The performance of the proposed method regarding
the varying illumination and the occlusion was demonstrated
with an average of 90% of the fruits correctly detected. The
database for the tests was composed by images taken inside
the canopy (with and without flash), near-view images (less
than 0.5m) and far-view (images taken at 1.0 m distance).

II. UNSUPERVISED HOMOGENEOUS REGIONS
SEGMENTATION

Color images with homogeneous regions are segmented
with an algorithm to generate clusters in the color space/class



(different measures classes in spectral distribution, with dis-
tinct intensity of visible electromagnetic radiation at many
discrete wavelengths) [14]. One way to segment images
with textures is to consider the spatial arrangement of pixels
using a region-growing technique whereby a homogeneity
mode is defined with pixels grouped in the segmented region.
Furthermore, in order to segment texture images one must
consider different scales of images.

An unsupervised color-texture regions segmentation algo-
rithm is ideal for this purpose, since it tests the homogeneity of
a given color-texture pattern, which is computationally more
feasible than model parameter estimation. It deals with the
following assumptions for the acquired image:
• Image containing homogeneous color-texture regions;
• Color information is represented by quantized colors;
• Colors between two neighboring regions are distinguish-

able.
The JSEG algorithm segments images of natural scenes

properly, without manual parameter adjustment for each image
and simplifies texture and color. Segmentation with this algo-
rithm passes through two major stages, namely color space
quantization (number reduction process of distinct colors in a
given image), and hit rate regions with similar color regions
merging, as secondary stage.

In the first stage, the color space is quantized with little
perceptual degradation by using a quantization algorithm [15]
[16] with minimum coloring. In this context, each color is as-
sociated with a class and the original image pixels are replaced
by classes to form the class maps (texture composition) for the
next stage.

Before performing the hit rate regions, the J-image - a
class map for each windowed color region, whose positive
and negative values represent the edges and textures of the
processing image - must be created with pixel values used as
a similarity algorithm for the hit rate region. These values are
called ”J-values” and are calculated from a window placed on
the quantized image, where the J-value belongs. Therefore, the
two-stage division is justified through the difficult analysis of
the colors similarity withal their distributions.

The decoupling of these features (color similarity and spatial
distribution) allows tractable algorithms development for each
of the two processing stages (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. JSEG image segmentation steps

A. Segmentation Algorithm Evaluation
Natural scenes present a 24-bit chromatic resolution color

image, which is coarsely quantized preserving its major

quality. The main idea for a good segmentation criterion
is to extract representative colors differentiating neighboring
regions in the acquired image, as an unsupervised method.

Therewith, the color quantization using peer group filtering
[17] is applied through perceptual weighting on individual pix-
els, to smooth the image and remove the existing noise. Then,
new values indicating the smoothness of the local areas are
obtained, and a weight is assigned to each pixel, prioritizing
textured areas to smooth areas. These areas are identified with
a quantization vector to the pixel colors, based on General
Lloyd Algorithm (GLA) [18], which the perceptually uniform
L*u*v color space is adopted, presenting the overall distortion
D:

D =
∑
i

Di =
∑
i

∑
n

ν(n) ‖x(n)− ci‖2 −→ x(n) ∈ Ci.

(1)

And it is derived for:

ci =

∑
ν(n)x(n)∑
ν(n)

−→ x(n) ∈ Ci. (2)

The parameters: ci is the centroid of cluster Ci, x(n) and
ν(n) are the color vector and the perceptual weight for pixel
n. Di is the total distortion for Ci.

With the centroid value, as denoted by (2) - after the vector
quantization and merged clusters, pixels with the same color
have two or more clusters, affected by GLA global distortion.
For merging close clusters with minimum distance between
preset thresholds for two centroids, an agglomerative cluster-
ing algorithm is performed on ci [19], as the quantization
parameter needed for spatial distribution.

After clustering merging for color quantization, a label is
assigned for each quantized color, representing a color class
for image pixels quantized to the same color. The image pixel
colors are replaced by their corresponding color class labels,
creating a class-map.

In Fig. 2, class-map 1 indicates three regions containing a
single class of data points for segmentation process, and class-
map 2 is not segmented indicating a color uniformity.

Fig. 2. Two different class-map representing three distinct classes of data
points

The symbols (+, −, 6=) denote the label values (J-value)
for three distinct data points. All necessary segmentation
information, after color quantization, is extracted and relocated
to a class-map. A specific region contains pixels from a color



class set, which is distributed in image regions. These regions,
forming each one, a class–map, have distributed points in all
spatial data segments, corresponding a two-dimensional plane,
and represent the cartesian position vector (x, y).

In order to calculate the J-value, Z is defined as the set of
all points of quantized image, then z = (x, y) with z ∈ Z
and being m the average in all Z elements. C is the number
of classes obtained in the quantization. Then Z is classified
into C classes, Zi are the elements of Z belonging to class i,
where i=1,...,C, and mi are the average elements in Zi.

m =
1

N

∑
z∈Z

z (3)

mi =
1

Ni

∑
z∈Z

z (4)

The J-value is as follows:

J =
SB

SW
=

(ST − SW )

SW
(5)

ST =
∑
z∈Z
‖z −m‖2 (6)

where:

SW =

C∑
i=1

∑
z∈Z
‖z −mi‖2 (7)

The parameter ST represents the sum of quantized image
points within the average in all Z elements. Thereby, the rela-
tion between SB and SW , denotes the measures of distances
of this class relation, for arbitrary nonlinear class distributions.
J for higher values indicates an increasing distance between
the classes and points for each other, considering images with
homogeneous color regions. The distance and consequently,
the J value, decrease for images with uniformly color classes.

Each segmented region could be recalculated, instead of
the entire class-map, with new parameters adjustment for J
average. Jk represents J calculated over region k, Mk is the
number of points in region k, N is the total number of points
in the class-map, with all regions in class-map summation.

J =
1

N

∑
k

MkJk (8)

For a fixed number of regions, a criterion for J is intended
for lower values.

B. Segmentation Algorithm Evaluation

Bayes Theorem introduces a modified mathematical equa-
tion for the Probability Density Function (PDF), which es-
timates the training set in a conditional statistics. Equation
(4) denotes the solution for p(Ci|y) relating the PDF to
conditional class i (classes in natural scene), and y is a n-
dimensional feature vector. Naive Bayes implies independence
for vector features, what means that each class assumes the
conditional parameter for the PDF, following Equation (9).

P (Ci|y) =
p(y|Ci)P (Ci)∑K

j=1 p(y|Cj)P (Cj)
(9)

P (y|Ci) =

n∏
j=1

p(yj |Ci) (10)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Segmentation of the scenes of fruit orchards rows

Figure 3 shows three categories of orchards scenes. The first
one identifies the most part of the tree, also evidencing the
soil. In this category, the quantization threshold was adjusted
to higher values in order to avoid the fusion of regions with the
same color tonalities, e.g. stems, branches, twigs and soil. The
second category represents details in given sets in the orchards
scenes, excluding darker regions from the remaining scene.
Besides the irregularities of each leaf the abnormalities of
tones of the fruit are segmented, allowing posteriori analysis of
characteristic diseases in oranges. The third category identifies,
like the first, most of the trees, but with a higher incidence of
crown and regions of the sky.

Fig. 3. Fruit orchards original scenes (column 1); quantized color images
(column 2); segmented images (column 3)

In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, for the location of fruits in the RGB
case, the discrimination of the classes fruit, sky and leaves,
twigs and branches, attends constant amounts proportional to
the increasing of the training sets. This amount, for HSV case,
is reduced for the fruit class, as the dispersion of pixels is
greater in this color space.



Fig. 4. Quantity of dimensions of each set (orange RGB)

Fig. 5. Quantity of dimensions of each set (orange HSV)

In Fig. 6, for the second approach, in the RGB case, the best
results were obtained using Bayes classifier, having smaller
ratio estimation in relation to the number of components
analyzed. In this color space, the estimation in the recognition
of objects related to the fruits is given by the PDF of each
dimension, correcting the current values by the hope of each
area not matched to the respective class.

Fig. 6. Mixture parameters for estimated set (oranges RGB)

In Fig. 7, the recognition of the fruit to the HSV case
presents balance in the results of the two classifiers, but with
a compensation of the success rate, for lower margins of the
estimation ratio to the Bayes classifier. This allows the cor-
rection of the next results by priori estimation approximating,
in the PDF of each dimension.

Fig. 7. Mixture parameters for estimated set (oranges HSV

It can be seen that, the ratio of the estimation must be lesser
for the increasing of the dimensions number and its subsequent
classification, in all cases.

B. Post-processing in the objects quantification

The classes maps are processed, as the representation by
the area filling (floodfill) brings only solid regions which are
quantified. Initially, a conversion is performed on gray level
image in order to threshold regions that are outlined. Then, to
determine the labels of the elements connected, it is necessary
to exclude objects with are greater than 200 to 300 pixels,
depending on the focal length. Thus, it is necessary to identify
each element smaller than this threshold, and calculate the
properties of these objects, such as area, centroid, and the
boundary region. As a result, the objects that present areas
near the circular geometry will be labeled and quantified as
fruits.

To determine the metrics and the definition of objects of
orange crop, the graph-based segmentation [20] was applied.
This technique provides the adjacency relation between the
binary values of the pixels, and their respective positions,
highlighting the local geometric properties of the image.

In first case, areas corresponding to small regions, as fruits
partially hidden (oranges) with equivalent texture and color
properties to leaves are excluded. Then, estimated elements
are fully grouped, when overlap the representative segments,
which denote an orange fruit. Lastly, the grouping is applied
for regions which detect two or more representative segments,
denoting another orange fruit.

As the best classification results, related to second approach
were through Bayes in HSV color space, only the maps of
class from these classifiers will be presented to localization
and quantification of objects, compared to RGB case.

Then, for the RGB and HSV cases are presented, through
Fig. 8 to 19, the images in their respective maps of class, the
pre-processing for thresholding with areas smaller than 100
and greater than 300, the geometric approximation metrics for
the detection of circular objects, the boundary regions with the
centroid of each object, and finally the label associated to the
fruit.



Fig. 8. Maps of RGB classe (left) and HSV (right) scene 1.

Fig. 9. Metric near the threshold circular geometric 1.0 for RGB (left) and
HSV (right) − scene 1.

Fig. 10. Representation of the area and centroid of the objects to RGB (left)
and HSV (right) − scene 1.

Fig. 11. Label of fruit element association in the found objects in two cases
− scene 1.

Fig. 12. Maps of class RGB (left) and HSV (right) − scene 2.

Fig. 13. Metrics near the threshold circular geometric 1.0 for RGB (left)
and HSV (right) − scene 2.

Fig. 14. Representation of the area and centroid of the objects to RGB (left)
and HSV (right) − scene 2.

Fig. 15. Label of fruit element association in the found objects in two cases
− scene 2.

Fig. 16. Maps of class RGB (left) and HSV (right) − scene 3.

Fig. 17. Metrics near circular geometric threshold 1.0 for RGB (left) and
HSV (right) − scene 3.



Fig. 18. Representation of the area and centroid of the objects to RGB (left)
and HSV (right)−scene 3.

Fig. 19. Label of fruit element association in the found objects in two cases
− scene 3.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presented merging techniques for segmenta-
tion and statistical classification of agricultural orange crops
scenes, running multiple segmentation tests with JSEG algo-
rithm possible. As the data provided evince, this generated
algorithms fulfills the expectations as far as segmenting is
concerned, so that it sorts the appropriate classes (fruits; leaves
and branches; sky). As a result, a modular strategy with Bayes
statistical theorem can be an option for the classification of
segments. Moreover, the classification using different types
of feature vectors caused the classification metric to be more
accurate and sophisticated with Bayes, as well as the HSV
color space to have lower MSE in test values for the post-
processing stage.
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